Introduction
============

Plant height (PH), an important trait related to plant architecture and yield potential, is controlled polygenically ([@bib5]; [@bib31]; [@bib36]). Twenty-one major genes influencing PH have been designated as reduced height (*Rht*) genes in wheat ([@bib34]). Polygenes with quantitative effects on PH have been mapped on all 21 chromosomes ([@bib5]; [@bib22]; [@bib3]; [@bib12]; [@bib32]; [@bib39]; [@bib30]; [@bib27]; [@bib33]; [@bib35]). Segregation patterns in progeny of wheat crosses indicate that PH is under major gene control. Genetic components estimated from generation means (parental, F~1~, F~2~, F~3~, and backcross) showed that additive gene effects were the major components of variation in the majority of crosses, but in some crosses epistasis was the primary source of genetic variation ([@bib13]). Quantitative trait locus (QTL)×environment interaction (*QE*) effects were also important in determining terminal PH ([@bib6]*a*; [@bib53]; [@bib26]; [@bib54]).

Recently, there has been an increased interest in developmental genetics ([@bib15]; [@bib14]; [@bib4]; [@bib25]; [@bib16]). Unconditional analysis is a traditional method for studying developmental behaviour ([@bib56]). Depending upon the phenotype at various stages of development, the method can be used to reveal the static genetic control of traits at different growth stages. Sequential data reflect cumulative effects from the original to time *t*, rather than the real effects of gene expression during ontogeny. [@bib56] developed a mixed model approach, conditional analysis for analysing the net genetic effects in the period from time (*t*--1) to time *t* on trait development. The genetic effects revealed by conditional analysis, independently of the causal genetic effects at time (*t*--1), were influenced by the developmental status and external cropping environment of crops ([@bib44]), revealing new genetic variation arising in specific periods during ontogeny. Thus, conditional analysis should be a valid method for identifying dynamic gene expression during the development of quantitative traits ([@bib6]*b*). Conditional effects in early growth periods, as cumulative components, could affect later unconditional effects. The combination of unconditional and conditional analyses could more easily detect the expressional dynamics of PH QTLs, revealing the genetic bases for PH development, and perhaps uncovering a QTL expression pathway during plant growth. PH is easily measured throughout plant development, so it could serve as a suitable model trait for the study of developmental behaviour. The genetic control of PH development has been studied in rice, soybean, and mung bean by unconditional or conditional analysis ([@bib47]*a*; [@bib6]*b*; [@bib21]; [@bib41]; [@bib50]). These studies suggested that different QTLs/genes might control PH at different developmental stages, and a genetic model based on final phenotypes might not fully reflect the reality of morphological evolution. However, correlations among different QTLs across ontogeny, the changing genetic effects during ontogeny, and the vital developmental period for PH determination were not revealed in previous studies. Also, epistatic and *QE* effects were inadequately examined.

PH is a trait modified by environment. A limited water supply often inhibits PH development, consequently affecting yield ([@bib37]; [@bib2]). *QE* is an important factor determining the stability of crop production in unfavourable environments ([@bib23]; [@bib28]). Interactions among loci or between genes and environmental factors make substantial contributions to variation in complex traits ([@bib8]). Mapping QTLs with genetic main effects and *QE* effects could help in understanding the nature of quantitative traits ([@bib47]*b*; [@bib6]*b*; [@bib44]; [@bib26]; [@bib42]; [@bib49]). Therefore, epistasis and *QE* effects should not been ignored for studies of developmentally complex traits such as PH.

The objective of the present research was to map loci with genetic main effects and *QE* effects underlying the developmental behaviour of PH in doubled haploid lines (DHLs) of wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) by unconditional and conditional mapping, in order to uncover the genetic basis of PH development, even in water-limited environments. This approach was considered valuable for understanding the determination of final PH and for detecting PH markers that influence PH development during key periods and might be useful for marker-assisted selection (MAS).

Materials and methods
=====================

Experimental material
---------------------

The 150 DHLs were the same as used in previous studies ([@bib20]; [@bib17]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]). The population was derived from the cross of Hanxuan 10×Lumai 14. The two parents differed greatly in many morphological and physiological characters such as plant architecture, yield, and drought tolerance. Hanxuan 10, a tall drought-tolerant cultivar with a large number of roots, high root fresh weight and root dry weight, and a low maximum root length, ratio of root dry weight to shoot dry weight, and ratio of root fresh weight to shoot fresh weight ([@bib55]), released by Fenyang Station, Shanxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences in 1966, is still grown in arid and barren areas. Lumai 14, a short high-yielding cultivar, with a low number of roots, low root fresh weight and root dry weight, and a high maximum root length, ratio of root dry weight to shoot dry weight, and ratio of root fresh weight to shoot fresh weight ([@bib55]), adapted to abundant water and fertile conditions, was developed at the Yantai Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Shandong, and was widely grown in northern China during the 1990s. The *Rht* genes in both parents were detected by molecular markers (<http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/graingenes/>). The marker *Xgwm261* near *Rht* 8 was mapped on the short arm of chromosome 2D. Other *Rht* genes, such as *Rht* 1, *Rht* 2, and *Rht* 9 ([@bib9]), were also identified using the related markers, but could not be mapped to the linkage map because of no polymorphism between the two parents.

Field experiment
----------------

The 150 DHLs and their parents were grown at three sites over 3 years, The sites were Fenyang Station, Shanxi (111º47\' E; 37º15\' N) in 2001 (F01); Haidian, Beijing (116º28\' E; 39º48\' N) in 2005 (H05) and 2006 (H06); and Changping, Beijing (116º13\' E; 40º13\' N) in 2005 (Ch05) and 2006 (Ch06). The experimental fields at each site were managed under drought stress (DS) and well watered (WW) conditions. F01, H05, Ch05, H06, and Ch06 under DS were denoted as E1, E2, E3, E4, and E5, respectively, and those under WW management as E6, E7, E8, E9, and E10. DS treatments were represented by rain-fed conditions. The rainfall from July in the planting year to June (flowering stage) in the harvesting year was 296.7, 330.6, 395.4, 434.9, and 503.8 mm for each site. The total rainfall from mid November 2001 to mid June 2002 was only 35.4 mm in F01, a severe DS growth season. The WW treatments were irrigated with 900 m^3^ ha^−1^ at the pre-overwintering, jointing, flowering, and grain filling stages. A randomized complete block design was adopted to arrange the DHLs in each water regime, at one line one plot. The parental lines were planted alternatively at every 50th plot to evaluate the uniformity of the field. Each plot consisted of four 4 m rows at 30 cm spacing, with 180 plants per row in F01, Ch05, and Ch06, and two 2 m rows at 30 cm spacing, with 40 plants per row in H05 and H06.

At the jointing stage, PH (from the soil surface to the top of the plant canopy in each plot) was measured every 7 d until flowering when full PH was attained. A total of five measurements were taken during the growing period, and they were designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. Fertility and cultivation regimes were consistent with wheat production in the relevant regions.

Data analysis
-------------

Based on the development theory proposed by [@bib56], the actual PH values at the different stages were defined as unconditional PHs, and the PH values obtained by the mixed model approach for conditional genetics of developmental quantitative traits as conditional PHs. The analyses for both unconditional and conditional PHs were used to detect dynamic genetic effects for PH; that is, unconditional analysis was used to detect the total accumulated genetic effects of genes expressed during the initial point to time *t* (0→*t*), and conditional analysis to reveal the net genetic effects from genes expressed in the period from time *t*−1 to *t*. When phenotypic values were first measured, the unconditional genetic effects were equivalent to the conditional genetic effects.

To investigate phenotypic variation in PH, correlation coefficients between PHs during development were analysed, and differences and relationships of PHs among environments were estimated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and cluster methods individually. All phenotypic analyses were performed by SAS software ([@bib38]). Broadsense heritability of PH was estimated as:

Both unconditional and conditional PH during development were subjected to QTL analysis. A genetic linkage map, consisting of 395 marker loci, including 263 simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and 132 amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs), was available. The map was established from data on 150 DHLs and covered 3904 cM with an average distance of 9.9 cM between adjacent markers ([@bib17]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]). QTL analysis was implemented using mapping software QTLNetwork-2.0 based on the mixed linear model ([@bib49]) to divide genetic effects into additive main effects (*a* effects), epistatic main effects (*aa* effects), and their environment interaction effects (*QE*, including *ae* and *aae* effects). QTLs with genetic main effects indicated that genes in these genomic regions were expressed in the same way across environments. QTLs with *QE* effects suggested that gene expression at these loci was environmentally dependent. An experiment-wise type I error of 0.05 was designated for candidate interval selection and putative QTL detection. The critical *F*-value to declare putative QTLs and to control genome-wise type I errors was accommodated by 1000 permutation tests. Both the testing window and filtration window were set at 10 cM, with a walk speed of 2 cM. QTLs were named according to the rule 'QTL+trait+research department+chromosome'.

Results
=======

Phenotypic variation
--------------------

The female parent Hanxuan 10 was significantly taller than the male parent Lumai 14 at all five stages in all 10 environments (year×site×water regime combination) (*P* \<0.05) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The average PH of DHLs was between that of the two parents. High phenotypic variability was observed in the population, with coefficients of variation (CVs) ranging from 12.2% to 25.5%. The PHs of DHLs showed continuous variation, and transgressive segregation occurred at all stages in all environments. Most skew and kurt values were \<1.0, suggestive of a quantitative trait.

###### 

Phenotypic values of PH for wheat DHLs and their parents at five growth stages in 10 environments

  Environment   Stage   H10     L14     DHLs                                       
  ------------- ------- ------- ------- ------------ ------------- ------ -------- --------
  E1            S1      25.2    19.8    21.4±3.4     14.0--29.0    15.8   --0.10   --0.63
                S2      31.6    24.2    26.9±3.9     16.0--36.0    14.4   --0.13   --0.26
                S3      40.8    29.8    32.9±4.8     20.0--44.0    14.6   0.11     --0.19
                S4      58.0    43.6    48.1±6.9     32.0--66.0    14.4   0.06     --0.46
                S5      75.8    56.0    61.1±7.9     40.0--81.0    13.0   0.00     0.04
  E2            S1      39.5    34.0    35.2±5.2     17.0--48.0    14.9   0.26     0.31
                S2      54.0    44.5    45.7±8.0     29.0--68.0    17.5   0.18     --0.57
                S3      65.0    52.0    55.0±9.5     32.0--79.0    17.2   0.09     --0.47
                S4      80.5    65.5    66.1±10.5    40.0--92.0    15.9   0.05     --0.56
                S5      102.0   72.0    81.5±13.0    49.0--109.0   15.9   0.11     --0.62
  E3            S1      42.8    36.3    36.5±4.5     24.0--47.0    12.2   0.13     --0.36
                S2      55.0    39.5    44.2±7.2     30.0--61.0    16.2   --0.02   --1.26
                S3      69.3    43.0    54.0±12.6    32.0--77.0    23.4   --0.01   --1.50
                S4      90.8    53.3    68.2±15.9    38.0--93.0    23.3   --0.06   --1.64
                S5      101.3   69.5    81.8±14.3    47.0--105.0   17.5   --0.14   --1.34
  E4            S1      43.0    37.0    37.6±4.7     23.0--51.0    12.5   0.10     0.31
                S2      58.0    42.9    46.6±8.7     27.5--68.5    18.7   0.09     --0.82
                S3      78.0    50.6    61.8±14.2    35.0--86.0    22.9   --0.05   --1.59
                S4      98.3    60.1    77.7±18.6    44.0--108.5   24.0   --0.11   --1.70
                S5      125.0   70.9    94.7±21.2    53.0--125.0   22.4   --0.11   --1.62
  E5            S1      45.9    36.8    38.5±5.5     27.0--54.5    14.2   0.12     --0.62
                S2      63.3    41.3    49.2±10.5    33.4--72.0    21.4   0.07     --1.47
                S3      91.0    52.8    66.5±16.9    40.0--95.0    25.5   0.00     --1.71
                S4      102.3   64.3    78.9±19.1    49.0--110.0   24.2   --0.03   --1.70
                S5      111.3   70.0    87.7±16.3    54.0--117.0   18.6   --0.11   --1.49
  E6            S1      44.8    33.0    36.8±7.4     21.0--57.0    20.0   0.34     --0.25
                S2      54.8    37.6    43.1±8.8     28.0--65.0    20.5   0.29     --0.66
                S3      71.0    57.6    59.9±10.6    41.0--82.0    17.7   0.09     --1.06
                S4      105.2   72.4    82.2±12.8    55.0--105.0   15.6   0.03     --1.31
                S5      107.6   79.8    87.2±13.3    60.0--116.0   15.3   0.08     --1.14
  E7            S1      50.3    43.0    43.3±5.7     31.0--59.0    13.2   0.08     --0.68
                S2      60.8    49.0    52.3±8.7     31.0--74.0    16.6   0.07     --0.83
                S3      80.5    59.8    67.2±11.7    40.0--92.0    17.4   0.00     --1.04
                S4      99.5    69.85   81.9±15.5    52.0--111.0   18.9   0.06     --1.34
                S5      120.5   78.0    96.4±18.5    63.0--132.0   19.2   0.07     --1.32
  E8            S1      52.8    39.5    44.6±6.9     29.0--59.0    15.5   0.06     --1.02
                S2      80.8    52.0    61.1±14.2    32.0--85.0    23.3   --0.05   --1.59
                S3      101.8   63.0    78.3±19.8    43.0--105.0   25.3   --0.08   --1.77
                S4      109.8   74.3    87.2±17.1    51.0--111.0   19.6   --0.15   --1.56
                S5      113.3   79.3    93.1±13.7    54.0--117.0   14.8   --0.25   --1.01
  E9            S1      54.5    40.4    42.3±6.3     26.0--55.5    14.9   --0.14   --0.70
                S2      78.4    51.5    58.0±11.3    35.0--82.0    19.4   0.09     --1.23
                S3      99.6    64.0    78.1±15.9    44.8--102.3   20.4   --0.07   --1.62
                S4      120.0   77.5    94.3±19.5    57.0--126.0   20.7   --0.03   --1.64
                S5      132.8   84.5    106.4±19.5   60.0--141.0   18.3   --0.07   --1.34
  E10           S1      63.3    43.6    51.0±10.0    34.0--70.6    19.7   0.02     --1.43
                S2      96.8    57.8    72.1±17.1    44.0--101.0   23.8   --0.01   --1.68
                S3      100.5   66.8    82.4±18.2    49.0--115.0   22.1   --0.04   --1.69
                S4      120.8   74.8    95.2±18.3    60.0--127.0   19.2   --0.06   --1.56
                S5      123.1   78.1    99.2±16.1    62.0--133.1   16.3   --0.06   --1.25

H10, Hanxuan 10; L14, Lumai 14; CV, coefficient of variation; E1, Fenyang, Shanxi province in 2001 (F01) under drought-stressed conditions (DS); E2 and E4, Haidian, Beijing in 2005 (H05) and 2006 (H06), DS; E3 and E5, Changping, Beijing, 2005 (Ch05) and 2006 (Ch06), DS; E6, Fenyang, Shanxi, 2001 (F01) under well-watered (WW); E7 and E9, Haidian, Beijing, 2005 (H05) and 2006 (H06), WW; E8 and E10, Changping, Beijing, 2005 conditions (Ch05) and 2006 (Ch06), WW; S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 indicate the first, second, third, fourth and fifth measuring stage, respectively.

PH of the DHLs and their parents showed significant increases across all measuring stages in all environments (*P* \<0.05). Positive correlations between PHs at different stages ranged from 0.63\*\*\* to 0.99\*\*\* (*P* \<0.0001) in different environments ([Supplementary Table S1](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) available at *JXB* online), indicating that PHs at different stages were closely correlated. Significant differences in PH were identified for genotypes, year×site combinations, water regimes, and all two-factor combinations except for the water regime×genotype combination which was not significant at S5 ([Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1)). The most significant difference occurred between water regimes. Highly significant differences in PH among environments were also detected at all measuring stages in the combined analysis over all 10 three-factor combination environments (*P* \<0.0001) ([Supplementary Table S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1)), indicating that the ontogeny of PH was influenced by environment. By cluster analysis, the 10 environments were further subdivided into three clusters: E1 stood alone as one cluster characterized as the severe DS cluster (mean PH among five stages, 38.1 cm), E8, E9, and E10 formed the second cluster, the WW group (mean PH, 76.2 cm), and the remainder formed a moderate DS cluster (mean, PH 61.8 cm). The broadsense heritabilities for unconditional PH were estimated as 34.1, 39.3, 45.4, 53.9, and 60.3%, respectively, for the different development stages.

There were significant correlations between conditional PHs in some periods and environments ([Supplementary Table S4](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online), implying the dynamic and environmentally influenced characteristics of PH ontogeny. As for unconditional PHs, significant differences were detected for conditional PHs among genotypes, year×site combinations, water regimes, and all two-factor combinations (*P* \<0.05) except for water regime×genotype combinations with non-significant differences in S4\|S3 and S5\|S4 ([Supplementary Table S2](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1)). The largest difference occurred between water regimes (*P* \<0.0001). Similarly, highly significant differences (*P* \<0.0001) were detected among 10 combination environments of year×site×water regime ([Supplementary Table S3](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1)). Broadsense heritabilities for conditional PH were 34.1, 11.7, 6.1, 3.1, and 15.9%, respectively, for the five growth periods.

Unconditional QTL analysis for PH development
---------------------------------------------

A total of 20 A-QTLs ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) and 82 epistatic pairs ([Supplementary Table S5](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online) with significant genetic main effects and/or *QE* effects controlling unconditional PH at different development stages were detected. The A-QTLs were located on all chromosomes except 1A, 1D, 2A, 2B, 3D, 5D, 6D, and 7D, whereas epistasis involved contributions from all chromosomes except 6D, indicating that unconditional QTLs for PH were associated with nearly all chromosomes.

###### 

Unconditional QTLs affecting PH of wheat detected at five growth stages in 10 environments

  QTL               Flanking markers       Stage   *a*            *ae*                                                                                            *h^2^*(*a*)%   *h*^2^(*ae*)%
  ----------------- ---------------------- ------- -------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------
  *QPh.cgb-1B.1*    *Xgwm582--Xgwm273*     S1      0.93\*\*\*                                                                                                     2.22           
  *QPh.cgb-1B.4*    *Xwmc156--P3446.1*     S2      2.00\*\*\*                                                                                                     2.88           
                                           S3      1.12\*\*\*                                                                                                     3.50           
                                           S4      5.08\*\*\*                                                                                                     4.26           
                                           S5      4.50\*\*\*     1.14\* (*ae7*)                                                                                  4.55           0.32
  *QPh.cgb-1B.19*   *Xgwm259--Xwmc367*     S3      --0.44\*                                                                                                       0.07           
                                           S4      --2.49\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.07           
                                           S5      --1.79\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.08           
  *QPh.cgb-2D.1*    *Xwmc453.1--Xwmc18*    S1      1.85\*\*\*     --0.83\*\* (*ae1*), 0.77\* (*ae10*)                                                             3.57           0.53
                                           S2      3.89\*\*\*     --2.44\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.87\*\*\* (*ae8*), 2.13\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                   3.43           0.66
                                           S3      3.02\*\*\*     --1.92\*\*\* (*ae1*)                                                                            3.18           0.64
                                           S4      4.70\*\*\*     --2.96\*\*\* (*ae1*)                                                                            3.76           0.54
                                           S5      2.84\*\*\*                                                                                                     4.05           
  *QPh.cgb-2D.6*    *P4233.2--P6411.4*     S4      1.83\*\*\*                                                                                                     1.85           
  *QPh.cgb-2D.11*   *P3176.1--P1123.1*     S1      0.92\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.78           
                                           S2      1.34\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.84           
                                           S3      2.95\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.81           
                                           S5      2.70\*\*\*                                                                                                     1.39           
  *QPh.cgb-3A.1*    *Xcwm48.1--Xwmc532*    S2      0.72\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.73           
                                           S5      0.78\*\*\*                                                                                                     1.42           
  *QPh.cgb-3B.9*    *P3622.4--P2076*       S1      --1.07\*\*\*   --0.59\* (*ae10*)                                                                               0.96           0.33
                                           S2      --1.74\*\*\*   --0.96\* (*ae10*)                                                                               1.68           0.35
  *QPh.cgb-4A.5*    *P6431.1--Xgwm160*     S1      0.62\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.19           
                                           S2      1.91\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.24           
                                           S3      2.04\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.07           
                                           S5      1.82\*\*\*                                                                                                     0.36           
  *QPh.cgb-4B.1*    *Xgwm368--Xgwm107*     S3      --2.12\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.84           
                                           S4      --0.77\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.79           
  *QPh.cgb-4D.1*    *Xgwm165.2--Xgwm192*   S1      1.32\*\*\*     --0.82\* (*ae1*), 1.53\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                           2.79           0.57
                                           S2      3.85\*\*\*     --2.66\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.45\* (*ae8*), 1.19\* (*ae9*), 3.25\*\*\* (*ae10*)                       3.55           0.73
                                           S3      4.88\*\*\*     --2.83\*\*\* (*ae1*), --1.87\*\* (*ae2*), 1.61\* (*ae8*), 1.39\* (*ae9*), 1.93\*\*\* (*ae10*)   4.83           0.82
                                           S4      5.19\*\*\*     --2.66\*\*\* (*ae1*), --1.56\* (*ae2*)                                                          5.74           0.63
  *QPh.cgb-4D.2*    *Xgwm192--Xwmc331*     S5      4.86\*\*\*     --2.36\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.65\* (*ae4*)                                                            6.81           0.66
  *QPh.cgb-5A.6*    *Xgwm595--Xwmc410*     S1      --0.84\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.32           
  *QPh.cgb-5A.7*    *Xgwm291--Xgwm410*     S2      --2.52\*\*\*   --1.10\* (*ae8*), --1.35\*\* (*ae10*)                                                           1.50           0.26
                                           S3      --3.89\*\*\*   1.21\* (*ae1*), --1.26\* (*ae5*)                                                                1.81           0.18
                                           S4      --3.11\*\*\*                                                                                                   1.42           
  *QPh.cgb-5B.4*    *Xgwm371--Xgwm335*     S1      --0.96\*\*\*                                                                                                   0.73           
  *QPh.cgb-6A.3*    *P4232.4--Xcwm306*     S1      --1.54\*\*\*   --0.74\* (*ae10*)                                                                               1.10           0.19
  *QPh.cgb-6B.5*    *Xgwm132--Xwmc104*     S1      1.58\*\*\*     --1.00\*\*\* (*ae1*), 0.99\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                       0.67           0.20
                                           S2      3.06\*\*\*     --1.99\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.55\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                       0.65           0.12
                                           S3      3.16\*\*\*     --2.05\*\*\* (*ae1*)                                                                            0.90           0.13
                                           S4      3.72\*\*\*     --1.67\*\*\* (*ae1*)                                                                            0.66           0.09
                                           S5      3.95\*\*\*     --1.15\* (*ae1*)                                                                                0.43           0.06
  *QPh.cgb-6B.7*    *Xwmc269.3--P4232.1*   S1      --1.83\*\*\*   0.71\* (*ae1*), 0.80\* (*ae4*), --0.72\* (*ae6*), --1.21\*\*\* (*ae10*)                         1.89           0.58
                                           S2      --2.85\*\*\*   1.81\*\*\* (*ae1*), --1.62\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                       2.29           0.45
                                           S3      --3.43\*\*\*   1.99\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.25\* (*ae2*), --1.53\*\* (*ae10*)                                         3.94           0.67
                                           S4      --6.39\*\*\*   3.07\*\*\* (*ae1*), --1.45\* (*ae5*), --1.84\* (*ae9*)                                          3.73           0.59
                                           S5      --3.70\*\*\*   2.04\*\*\* (*ae1*)                                                                              3.39           0.56
  *QPh.cgb-7A.3*    *P3454.5--P3446.4*     S1      0.78\*\*\*                                                                                                     1.40           
                                           S2      2.27\*\*\*     --1.43\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.67\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                       1.61           0.35
                                           S3      3.07\*\*\*     --1.96\*\*\* (*ae1*), 1.31\* (*ae8*), 1.13\* (*ae10*)                                           2.18           0.41
                                           S4      2.38\*\*\*                                                                                                     2.85           
                                           S5      3.49\*\*\*     --1.58\* (*ae1*)                                                                                2.64           0.36
  *QPh.cgb-7B.4*    *Xpsp3033--Xgwm297*    S3      --2.99\*\*\*   1.74\*\* (*ae1*), 1.34\* (*ae2*), --1.55\* (*ae8*)                                              0.67           0.13

*a*, additive main effects; *ae1*, the additive QTL×environment interaction effects in E1, *ae2*, the additive QTL×environment interaction effects in E2, and so on; E1--E10 are as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; a positive value indicates that the Hanxuan 10 allele has a positive effects on PH, and a negative value that the Lumai 14 allele has a positive effect on PH; S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 are as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; *h*^2^(*a*)%, phenotypic variation explained (PVE) by *a* effects; *h*^2^(*ae*)%, PVE by *ae* effects.

\* *P*=0.05, \*\* *P***=**0.01, \*\*\* *P*=0.005. Only significant effects are listed.

Of the 20 A-QTLs, 13 were detected at 2--5 stages and seven at only one stage apart from S2 ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), indicating that QTLs detected at one specific stage did not entirely represent those active at another stage, and that genes controlling PH might be selectively expressed during development. All 20 A-QTLs had significant additive main effects (*a* effects), and 11 of them had *a* effects (0.62\*\*\*--5.19\*\*\*) conferred by height-enhancing alleles from Hanxuan 10, implying that alleles for PH were dispersed between the two parents. Eleven QTLs were also detected with significant additive×environment interaction effects (*ae* effects) in 1--5 environments at 1--5 development stages ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), indicating that their genetic sensitivities to environments changed during ontogeny. The reaction of QTLs to environments showed directional effects on ontogeny. QTLs such as *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-4D.1*, *QPh.cgb-6B.5*, and *QPh.cgb-7A.3*, with negative *ae* effects (--2.96\*\*\* to --0.82\*) in E1 (severe DS) and positive effects (0.77\*--3.25\*\*\*) in 1--3 environments of E8, E9, and E10 (WW) appeared to be up-regulated by WW environments at 2--3 stages, whereas QTLs such as *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, *QPh.cgb-6B.7*, and *QPh.cgb-7B.4*, having positive *ae* effects (0.71\*--3.07\*\*\*) in E1 and negative effects (--1.84\* to --1.21\*\*\*) in either E9 or E10, were up-regulated by severe DS environments at 1--5 stages ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). This capacity for different QTLs to respond to environments varied. For the A-QTLs having both *a* effects and *ae* effects, the absolute values for the *a* effects were larger than those for *ae* effects in any one environment, and correspondingly the phenotypic variation explained (PVE) by *a* effects was larger than that explained by *ae* effects. Thus *a* effects predominated over *ae* effects at different growth stages. Additionally, of the QTLs detected at more than one stage, the *a* effects as well as the *ae* effects for the same environment were always in the same direction, but with unequal magnitudes at different stages. The absolute effects at later growth stages were usually greater than those at the first stage, indicating that the genetic effects of the first stage set a cumulative foundation for those at the later stages ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). On the other hand, unequal magnitudes might result from net gene expression in different periods after the first stage.

For unconditional epistatic effects on PH growth, one pair of QTLs, that is *QPh.cgb-1B.4* and *QPh.cgb-2B.6*, had significant epistatic main effects (*aa* effects) at two stages (S4 and S5); another pair, *QPh.cgb-2D.1* and *QPh.cgb-4A.5* was found at four stages (S1, S2, S3, and S5), and all other pairs identified with significant *aa* effects and/or epistasis×environment interaction effects (*aae* effects) were detected at one specific stage ([Supplementary Table S5](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online). Thus epistatic effects were mainly short lived during PH development. All 82 epistatic pairs had significant *aa* effects; 43 of these, including two detected at two or more stages, had significant negative *aa* effects, implying that both parents contributed alleles for PH. Twelve pairs also had significant *aae* effects in 1--4 environments among E1, E2, E4, E6, E8, E9, and E10 at 1--5 stages, implying that most instances of epistasis were not affected by environment. For epistasis with *aae* effects, six pairs of QTLs, *QPh.cgb-1B.11* and *QPh.cgb-1B.16* at S1; *QPh.cgb-1B.8* and *QPh.cgb-3B.6*, and *QPh.cgb-2A.9* and *QPh.cgb-6A.7* at S2; *QPh.cgb-1B.19* and *QPh.cgb-7B.4*, *QPh.cgb-2A.10* and *QPh.cgb-7D.4*, and *QPh.cgb-2D.7* and *QPh.cgb-7B.3* at S3, showed positive *aae* effects (0.45\*--1.67\*\*\*) in one or both environments of E8 and E10, or were negative (--2.14\*\*\* to --1.62\*\*\*) in E1. In contrast, another six pairs, *QPh.cgb-6A.4* and *QPh.cgb-7B.4* at S1; *QPh.cgb-4B.3* and *QPh.cgb-5B.4*, and *QPh.cgb-5A.1* and *QPh.cgb-7A.8* at S2, *QPh.cgb-3B.14* and *QPh.cgb-3D.1* at S4; and *QPh.cgb-3A.1* and *QPh.cgb-6A.6*, and *QPh.cgb-5A.2* and *QPh.cgb-5A.4* at S5, displayed positive *aae* effects (1.05\*--2.54\*\*\*) in E1, or were negative (--1.57\* to 1.14\*) in either of E9 and E10. These epistatic pairs conferred adaptability for water-limited environments, consistent with some A-QTLs. For these instances of epistasis with *aa* effects and *aae* effects, similar to A-QTLs, the *aa* effects in absolute terms were larger than *aae* effects in each environment, and the PVE for *aa* effects was correspondingly larger than that of the *aae* effects; hence *aa* effects were more important in determining PH than *aae* effects.

Interestingly, many A-QTLs (14 in total) also interacted with other QTLs, and thereby displayed modified functions ([Supplementary Table S5](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1)). Moreover, 38.8% of QTLs participating in epistatic interactions (E-QTLs), including 13 A-QTLs and 27 non-individual E-QTLs (i.e. epistatic QTLs without additive effects), took part in two or more epistatic interactions at 1--5 stages, making up a QTL functional network associated with PH development ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, during PH development, through 11 A-QTLs and eight non-individual E-QTLs participating in two or more interactions, there was a large QTL network of 31 QTLs ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Within this network, there were three kinds of interaction, that is 40.5% of interactions were between different A-QTLs, 21.6% were between A-QTLs and non-individual E-QTLs, and 37.8% were between different non-individual E-QTLs. Almost 60% of the interactions showed negative *aa* effects. QTLs interacting with more than one other QTL displayed both positive and negative *aa* effects. All of these interactions suggested that the genetic control of PH development was complex. Overall, the genetic effects involved in the QTL network of unconditional PH collectively accounted for 82.1% of the phenotypic variation occurring during PH development, whereas the remaining components of 15.4% and 2.5% of phenotypic variation, respectively, were attributed to those A-QTLs not involved in epistatic interactions and those non-individual QTLs not involved in the QTL network. Therefore, the genetic effects controlling PH growth were primarily expressed as part of the QTL network. Nevertheless, due to the additive and epistatic effects involved in the QTL network, unconditional PH QTLs contributed 55.3% and 26.8% of the phenotypic variation, and additive effects apparently constituted the major genetic basis of PH development.

![Epistatic QTL network for unconditional PH at five stages in wheat DHLs. ![](jexboterq117fx2_ht.jpg) indicates a QTL with additive effects (A-QTL); ![](jexboterq117fx3_ht.jpg) indicates a QTL without individual effects but interacting with two more QTLs; other QTLs were detected only once. Solid lines indicate positive epistatic main (*aa*) effects to increase PH; dashed lines indicate negative *aa* effects to decrease PH. ![](jexboterq117fx4_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx5_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx6_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx7_3c.jpg), and ![](jexboterq117fx8_ht.jpg) refer to positive *aa* effects at S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, respectively. ![](jexboterq117fx9_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx10_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx11_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx12_3c.jpg), and ![](jexboterq117fx13_ht.jpg) refer to negative *aa* effects at S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, respectively.](jexboterq117f01_3c){#fig1}

Conditional QTL analysis for PH development
-------------------------------------------

Conditional mapping was adopted to reveal the real gene expression during different developmental periods. By conditional mapping, a total of 20 A-QTLs and 23 epistatic pairs with genetic main effects and/or *QE* effects associated with PH growth were identified ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, and [Supplementary Table S6](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online). A-QTLs occurred on all chromosomes except 1A, 2A, 2B, 3D, 4B, 5D, 6D, 7B, and 7D, and E-QTLs were associated with all chromosomes apart from 1D, 3A, 3D, 4D, 5D, and 6D. Some chromosomes with unconditional QTLs were not detected as conditional QTLs.

###### 

Conditional additive QTLs (A- QTLs) affecting PH of wheat in five periods and 10 environments

  QTL               Flanking markers         Period   *a*            *ae*                                                                                                                                                            *h*^2^(*a*)%   *h*^2^(*ae*)%
  ----------------- ------------------------ -------- -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------
  *QPh.cgb-1B.1*    *Xgwm582--Xgwm273*       S1\|S0   0.93\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     2.22           
  *QPh.cgb-1B.5*    *P3446.1--Xcwm65*        S5\|S4   0.46\*\*\*     --0.83\*\* (*ae1*), 0.91\*\*\* (*ae2*), 1.05\*\*\* (*ae4*), --0.86\*\* (*ae5*), 1.63\*\*\* (*ae7*), --0.95\*\*\* (*ae8*), 0.84\*\* (*ae9*), --0.68\* (*ae10*)   0.06           1.24
  *QPh.cgb-1D.3*    *Xwmc432--Xwmc222*       S5\|S4   --0.43\*\*\*   0.99\*\*\* (*ae4*)                                                                                                                                              0.42           0.18
  *QPh.cgb-2D.1*    *Xwmc453.1--Xwmc18*      S1\|S0   1.85\*\*\*     --0.83\*\* (*ae1*), 0.77\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                             3.57           0.53
                                             S3\|S2   --0.50\*\*\*   --0.74\* (*ae1*), --0.86\* (*ae2*), 0.74\* (*ae8*)                                                                                                              0.15           0.28
  *QPh.cgb-2D.11*   *P3176.1--P1123.1*       S1\|S0   0.92\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     0.78           
  *QPh.cgb-3A.1*    *Xcwm48.1--Xwmc532*      S2\|S1   0.49\*\*\*     --0.72\*\* (*ae1*), 0.65\* (*ae5*), --0.64\* (*ae6*), --0.71\*\* (*ae7*), 0.84\*\*\* (*ae8*)                                                                    0.15           0.44
  *QPh.cgb-3B.9*    *P3622.4--P2076*         S1\|S0   --1.07\*\*\*   --0.59\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                                               0.96           0.33
  *QPh.cgb-3B.11*   *Xwmc291--P3156.1*       S5\|S4   0.34\*\*       0.97\*\* (*ae1*), --1.62\*\*\* (*ae4*), 0.81\* (*ae8*)                                                                                                          0.36           0.53
  *QPh.cgb-4A.5*    *P6431.1--Xgwm160*       S1\|S0   0.62\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     0.19           
  *QPh.cgb-4D.1*    *Xgwm165.2--Xgwm192*     S1\|S0   1.32\*\*\*     --0.82\* (*ae1*), 1.53\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                           2.79           0.57
                                             S2\|S1   0.36\*\*\*     --1.12\*\*\* (*ae1*), 0.63\* (*ae4*), 1.09\*\*\* (*ae5*), --1.24\*\*\* (*ae6*), --0.87\*\* (*ae7*), 0.66\* (*ae8*)                                              0.08           0.70
  *QPh.cgb-4D.2*    *Xgwm192--Xwmc331*       S3\|S2                  --0.83\*\* (*ae2*), --0.72\* (*ae6*)                                                                                                                                           0.43
  *QPh.cgb-5A.6*    *Xgwm595--Xwmc410*       S1\|S0   --0.84\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                   0.32           
  *QPh.cgb-5A.7*    *Xgwm291--Xgwm410*       S2\|S1   --0.53\*\*\*   0.67\* (*ae2*), --0.61\* (*ae5*), 0.80\*\* (*ae6*), --1.05\*\*\* (*ae8*), --0.74\* (*ae10*)                                                                     0.23           0.49
                                             S3\|S2   --0.33\*\*\*   --0.68\* (*ae4*), 1.27\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                           0.10           0.36
                                             S4\|S3   0.35\*\*\*     0.83\* (*ae2*), 1.05\*\*\* (*ae5*), --0.80\* (*ae6*), --0.85\* (*ae7*), --0.75\* (*ae9*)                                                                        0.06           0.34
  *QPh.cgb-5B.4*    *Xgwm371--Xgwm335*       S1\|S0   --0.96\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                   0.73           
  *QPh.cgb-6A.1*    *Xgwm334--Xwmc297*       S3\|S2   0.59\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     0.27           
  *QPh.cgb-6A.3*    *P4232.4--Xcwm306*       S1\|S0   --1.54\*\*\*   --0.74\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                                               1.10           0.19
                                             S5\|S4   1.60\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     0.87           
  *QPh.cgb-6B.5*    *Xgwm132--Xwmc104*       S1\|S0   1.58\*\*\*     --1.00\*\*\* (*ae1*), 0.99\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                                                                                       0.67           0.20
  *QPh.cgb-6B.7*    *Xwmc269.3--P4232.1*     S1\|S0   --1.83\*\*\*   0.71\* (*ae1*), 0.80\* (*ae4*), --0.72\* (*ae6*), --1.21\*\*\* (*ae10*)                                                                                         1.89           0.58
                                             S5\|S4                  --0.79\*\* (*ae2*), --1.19\*\*\* (*ae4*), 0.90\*\*\* (*ae5*), 0.74\* (*ae8*)                                                                                                   0.65
  *QPh.cgb-6B.8*    *Xgwm644.1--Xwmc417.2*   S5\|S4   0.45\*\*\*     --0.61\* (*ae3*)                                                                                                                                                0.23           0.33
  *QPh.cgb-7A.3*    *P3454.5--P3446.4*       S1\|S0   0.78\*\*\*                                                                                                                                                                     1.40           

*a*, *ae1*--*ae10*, the positive and negative value in the table, \*, \*\*, \*\*\*, *h*^2^(*a*)%, *h^2^(ae*)% are as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; E1--E10 are as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; S1\|S0, S2\|S1, S3\|S2, S4\|S3, and S5\|S4 indicate the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth measuring period, respectively.

In contrast to unconditional A-QTLs, conditional A-QTLs were rarely detected in two or more growth periods. Only one QTL, *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, was expressed in three periods, and four were expressed in two periods; these were *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-4D.1*, *QPh.cgb-6A.3*, and *QPh.cgb-6B.7*. The remaining 75.0% of QTLs were detected in only one specific period. No QTL was expressed in all five periods, and most were expressed in the earliest period of PH development. This further indicated that genes for PH are expressed selectively during ontogeny ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

Nineteen of the 20 (95.0%) conditional A-QTLs were identified with significant *a* effects in 1--3 periods. Most of the favourable alleles came from Hanxuan 10, consistent with the unconditional results, implying that Hanxuan 10 carried most of the alleles for PH. Thirteen QTLs (65%) with *ae* effects were found in 1--8 environments in 1--3 periods. *QPh.cgb-4D.2* was identified with clearly significant negative *ae* effects in E1 and E8, indicating that it was completely induced by environment.

Conditional *ae* effects across PH development had the following characteristics. First, conditional A-QTLs reacted differently to environments. Typically, *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-4D.1*, and *QPh.cgb-6B.5* expressed negative *ae* effects (--1.12\*\*\* to --0.74\*) in E1 and were positive (0.66\*--1.53\*\*\*) in either E8 or E10 in 1--2 periods; *QPh.cgb-6B.7* displayed positive *ae* effects in E1 (0.71\*) and E4 (0.80\*), and negative effects in E6 (--0.72\*) and E10 (--1.21\*\*\*) in S1\|S0. The responses of these QTLs to environments were consistent with their unconditional behaviour. Secondly, conditional A-QTLs more readily responded to environments. On average each of these conditional QTLs had significant *ae* effects in three environments, compared with only two environments for the unconditional A-QTLs. This indicated that actual gene expression associated with PH was highly sensitive to environment. Finally, in contrast to A-QTLs, conditional A-QTLs displayed more *ae* effects in periods other than S1\|S0. From 75% to 100% of A-QTLs were identified with *ae* effects in 2--5 environments in the periods after S1\|S0, with each of their *ae* effects being larger in magnitude than the *a* effects. Consequently, *ae* effects contributed more to phenotypic variation than *a* effects. In contrast, only 50% of QTLs were detected with significant *ae* effects, and most were in E1 or E10 in S1\|S0. Each *ae* effect for these QTLs was less than the corresponding *a* effect, hence *a* effects contributed more phenotypic variation than *ae* effects in S1\|S0. Therefore, the real gene expression for PH in period S1\|S0 was little affected by environments, whereas it was greatly affected thereafter.

For conditional A-QTLs identified in more than one period, the genetic effects varied greatly, in contrast to those of unconditional A-QTLs at more than one stage. For example, *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, and *QPh.cgb-6A.3* exhibited *a* effects with opposite signs in different periods, and their *ae* effects also differed between different periods. Another QTL, *QPh.cgb-6B.7*, was detected with significant *a* effects (--1.83\*\*\*) in period S1\|S0, but with only significant *ae* effects in periods S5\|S4 in E2, E4, E5, and E8. This indicated that gene expression was developmentally dependent.

All conditional epistatic QTLs were detected in a specific period; no epistatic QTL pair was expressed in two or more periods. This further confirmed that epistatic effects were short lived. Over all five growth periods, the most (seven) epistatic QTL pairs were detected in S1\|S0, whereas the least (three) pairs were in S4\|S3 ([Supplementary Table S6](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online). Seventeen of 23 epistatic QTL pairs (73.9%) were identified with significant *aa* effects, 10 (58.8%) pairs of which expressed negative *aa* effects. There were 13 pairs (56.5%) of epistatic QTLs with significant *aae* effects in 1--8 environments, six of which had unique *aae* effects completely caused by environmental components. Among the 13 epistatic pairs with *aae* effects, on average one epistatic pair had *aae* effects in ∼3 environments compared with two environments for the unconditional epistasis. Additionally, two of seven (28.6%) epistatic pairs had significant *aae* effects in E10 in S1\|S0, whereas 60.0--75.0% of epistatic pairs had significant *aae* effects in 1--6 environments (but excluding E3) in the other periods. Six epistatic pairs with unique *aae* effects in the later three periods were detected, with two such pairs in each period. Even for epistatic pairs with *aa* and *aae* effects in S1\|S0, *aa* effects were clearly larger than *aae* effects, and the same trend existed in 66.7% of this kind of epistatic pair in S2\|S1, but, in other periods, *aae* effects were always larger than *aa* effects. Therefore, for epistatic QTLs during PH development, *aa* effects were the important components in early periods (especially in S1\|S0) of growth, whereas *aae* effects became predominant in the middle and later periods. This reality for epistatic QTLs was consistent with that for conditional A-QTLs, which were difficult to detect by unconditional analysis.

For conditional QTLs, 30% of A-QTLs (six QTLs) were involved in epistatic interactions. About 15% of QTLs involved in epistatic interaction, including three A-QTLs and three non-individual E-QTLs, interacted with 2--3 other QTLs in the same or different periods. Hence, QTL networks were detected across various periods of PH development ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The character was as revealed in the preceding unconditional analysis. Collectively, the QTL network-related effects explained 34.8% of the phenotypic variation, less than the 52.2% of phenotypic variation explained by A-QTLs which were not involved in the QTL networks. Additive effects involved in QTL networks accounted for up to 22.4% of the phenotypic variation (the remaining 12.5% was attributed to epistatic effects). Therefore, additive effects were the major contributors to gene expression during PH development, in accordance with the unconditional analysis.

![QTL epistatic networks for conditional PH in five periods in wheat DHLs. ![](jexboterq117fx14_ht.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx15_ht.jpg), solid lines, and dashed lines are as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. ![](jexboterq117fx16_ht.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx17_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx18_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx19_3c.jpg), and ![](jexboterq117fx20_ht.jpg) refer to positive *aa* effects in S1\|S0, S2\|S1, S3\|S2, S4\|S3, and S5\|S4, respectively. ![](jexboterq117fx21_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx22_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx23_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx24_3c.jpg), and ![](jexboterq117fx20_ht.jpg) refer to negative *aa* effects in S1\|S0, S2\|S1, S3\|S2, S4\|S3, and S5\|S4, respectively. ![](jexboterq117fx25_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx26_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx27_3c.jpg), ![](jexboterq117fx28_3c.jpg), and ![](jexboterq117fx29_ht.jpg) refer to epistasis only with *aae* effects in S1\|S0, S2\|S1, S3\|S2, S4\|S3, and S5\|S4, respectively.](jexboterq117f02_3c){#fig2}

Common QTLs detected by unconditional and conditional analysis
--------------------------------------------------------------

Through unconditional and conditional analysis, 15 A-QTLs ([Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) and seven epistatic pairs ([Supplementary Tables S5](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1), [S6](http://jxb.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/erq117/DC1) at *JXB* online) were common between the two sets of results across the whole period of PH development. For common A-QTLs, the conditional *a* effects at least in one early period were consistent in direction with the late unconditional *a* effects at 1--5 stages; that is, 12 A-QTLs were revealed with *a* effects in S1\|S0 in the same direction as detected at 1--5 stages later, three A-QTLs in S2\|S1 with 2--3 other stages, and one QTL, *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, in S3\|S2 to S3 and S4 ([Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The opposite effects were also observed for one QTL in different periods which might counteract each other, resulting in the detection of little or no cumulative effects of the locus at a later stage. For example, *QPh.cgb-2D.1* had an *a* effect of --0.50\*\*\* in S3\|S2, and was opposite in direction to 1.85\*\*\* in S1\|S0, decreasing its unconditional *a* effect from 3.89\*\*\* at S2 to 3.02\*\*\* at S3. *QPh.cgb-5A.7* had an *a* effect of 0.35\*\*\* in S4\|S3, changing its unconditional *a* effect from --3.89\*\*\* at S3 to --3.11\*\*\* at S4. *QPh.cgb-6A.3* was identified with an *a* effect of 1.60\*\*\* in S5\|S4, but was reversed in direction to --1.54\*\*\* in S1\|S0, leading to no *a* effect being identified at S5. As for the magnitude of *a* effects for a particular QTL, the absolute value of conditional *a* effects was always less than or equal to that of unconditional results. Hence, the real gene expression in the early period could explain gene action at a later stage. This relationship was equally applicable for common epistatic interactions. The conditional *aa* effects in S1\|S0 could explain unconditional *aa* effects at 1--4 stages later.

Five unconditional A-QTLs at 1--4 stages from S1 were not revealed to have conditional additive effects, whereas the same numbers of conditional A-QTLs in either periods S3\|S2 or S5\|S4 had no unconditional additive effects. In the same way, 91.5% of unconditional epistatic pairs were not detected with conditional epistatic effects, whereas 69.6% of conditional epistatic pairs were similarly not detected with unconditional epistatic effects. Therefore, by combining the conditional and unconditional QTL mapping of time-dependent measures, more loci were detected; consequently, it was possible to reveal dynamic gene expression for the development of a quantitative trait ([@bib47]*a*).

With regard to all genetic components, A-QTLs, E-QTLs, and their *QE* effects governed the development of PH of wheat, and, by unconditional mapping, *a* effects were identified as playing the most important roles at different development stages, accounting for 58.1--73.6% of the phenotypic variation; *aa* effects took second place, accounting for 14.1--36.0% of the phenotypic variation; and *ae* and *aae* effects contributed the least, accounting for 5.9--13.0% ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Conditional mapping showed that most of the phenotypic variation (73.6%) was due to *a* effects in S1\|S0, whereas in periods after S1\|S0, most phenotypic variation (64.8--94.0%) was attributable to *ae* and *aae* effects ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This implied that the net genetic effects varied greatly across ontogeny. Thus, as with the above analysis, genetic effects determined at different developmental stages after S1\|S0 were basically the outcomes of real gene expression in S1\|S0.

![Contributions of genetic effects to PH development in wheat DHLs.](jexboterq117f03_ht){#fig3}

Superior genotype prediction based on mapped QTLs
-------------------------------------------------

In order to better utilize mapped QTLs in genetic improvement of wheat PH, the ideal multilocus combination of all putative QTLs (superior line, SL) was selected by comparing the total genetic effect of any individual with known QTL genotypes from the DHLs ([@bib51]). Because genetic main effects, particularly *a* effects expressed mostly in S1\|S0, were the foremost genetic determinants of PH, SLs for PH in S1\|S0 were predicted. With drought being a universal phenomenon, and increased PH being beneficial for exploiting soil moisture at depth under DS conditions, the predicted SLs were chosen with high values. The estimated total genetic effects for the taller parent (P1, Hanxuan 10) and SLs varied greatly in different environments; the predicted total genetic effects of SLs were far higher than that of P1 in each environment ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}), indicating the large potential for genetic improvement of PH. In E1, the severe DS environment, the predicted total genetic effect for SLs was 15.2 cm, whereas that for the taller parent P1 was 0.8 cm. Therefore, the SLs predicted in E1 adapted well to severe DS conditions.

###### 

Predicted genetic effects (G) (cm) for P1, P2, and a superior line (SL) on wheat PH in S1\|S0

  Entry   G       G+GE1   G+GE2   G+GE3   G+GE4   G+GE5   G+GE6   G+GE7   G+GE8   G+GE9   G+GE10
  ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --------
  P1      2.7     0.8     2.7     2.7     3.5     2.7     2.0     2.7     2.7     2.7     3.2
  P2      --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8   --1.8
  SL      18.6    15.2    18.6    18.6    17.8    18.6    19.3    18.6    18.6    18.6    25.5

G, general genetic effect; G+GE1 refers to the total genetic effects in E1, and so on; P1, Huanxuan 10; P2, Lumai 14; SL, superior line.

The same kind of QTL genotype was obtained for the predicted general superior line (GSL) and SLs in all 10 environments ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}), implying that the predicted SL genotype for PH in S1\|S0 might be broadly adaptable; that is, the superior genotype could be adaptable to a range of environments. Compared with P1, the predicted QTL genotype for SL differed at eight loci, including six A-QTLs, *QPh.cgb-3B.9*, *QPh.cgb-4A.5*, *QPh.cgb-5A.6*, *QPh.cgb-5B.4*, *QPh.cgb-6A.3*, and *QPh.cgb-6B.7*, and two non-individual QTLs, *QPh.cgb-3B.1* and *QPh.cgb-6A.4*, at which alleles increasing the PH were contributed by the lower value parent P2 (Lumai 14). Hence, the SL could be rapidly produced by substituting alleles of P1 by those of P2 by MAS.

###### 

QTL genotypes of the predicted general superior line (GSL) and SLs on wheat PH in S1\|S0

  QTL                   Flanking markers           GSL   SL                                           
  --------------------- -------------------------- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  ***QPh.cgb-1B.1***    ***Xgwm582--Xgwm273***     QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  ***QPh.cgb-2D.1***    ***Xwmc453.1--Xwmc18***    QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  ***QPh.cgb-2D.11***   ***P3176.1--P1123.1***     QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  ***QPh.cgb-3B.9***    ***P3622.4--P2076***       qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-4A.5***    ***P6431.1--Xgwm160***     qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-4D.1***    ***Xgwm165.2--Xgwm192***   QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  ***QPh.cgb-5A.6***    ***Xgwm595--Xwmc410***     qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-5B.4***    ***Xgwm371--Xgwm335***     qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-6A.3***    ***P4232.4--Xcwm306***     qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-6B.5***    ***Xgwm132--Xwmc104***     QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  ***QPh.cgb-6B.7***    ***Xwmc269.3--P4232.1***   qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  ***QPh.cgb-7A.3***    ***P3454.5--P3446.4***     QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-1B.11*       *P6934.3--P3446.6*         QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-1B.16*       *Xwmc269.2--Xcwm90*        QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-2A.2*        *Xwmc264.2--P8966.2*       QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-7D.3*        *Xwmc463--Xgwm295*         QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-2B.1*        *Xcwm529--Xwmc317*         QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-7A.5*        *Xgwm635.1--P2454.4*       QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-2D.7*        *Xwmc170--Xcwm96.2*        QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-5A.3*        *P2470--Xgwm154*           QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-3B.1*        *P2478.1--Xwmc505.1*       qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  *QPh.cgb-6A.6*        *Xgwm617--Xcwm487*         QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ
  *QPh.cgb-6A.4*        *Xpsp3071--Xgwm570*        qq    qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq   qq
  *QPh.cgb-7B.4*        *Xpsp3033--Xgwm297*        QQ    QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ   QQ

E1--E10 are as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Bold indicates QTLs with additive effects (A-QTLs); Light indicates QTLs with epistatic effects (E-QTLs); GSL, general superior line; SL is as shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.

Discussion
==========

Gene expression during ontogeny
-------------------------------

Developmental quantitative genetics assume that development of complex morphological structures occurs through the actions and interactions of many genes acting differentially during ontogeny and whose expression is modified by interactions with other genes and by the cellular or organism environments ([@bib1]; [@bib44]). By unconditional and conditional analysis, a total of 129 QTLs were detected on 20 chromosomes (except 6D) associated with PH development. Of these, seven showed only individual additive effects, 104 only took part in epistatic interactions (i.e. modifying other QTLs), and the remaining 18 had both individual additive effects and modifying functions. Of these, 64.0% of the A-QTLs (16 of 25) and 23.2% of the epistatic pairs (23 of 99) also showed *QE* effects in 1--8 of the 10 environments. Expression of the A-QTLs and E-QTLs was developmental stage dependent; that is, most additive and interactive actions occurred in specific periods, with only a few A-QTLs being expressed in two or more periods, and no additive and interactive actions were continually active during the entire PH growth period. Consequently, most QTLs identified during the early periods were not detected in the later periods, suggesting that different genetic systems were responsible for PH development during different periods. This was also reported in previous studies ([@bib47]; [@bib45]; [@bib6]; [@bib10]).

Several A-QTLs, such as *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-6B.5*, *QPh.cgb-6B.7*, and *QPh.cgb-7A.3*, were expressed at all five stages. This was not ambivalent because QTLs detected at stage *t* were attributed to the cumulative gene expression from the initial time to stage *t* ([@bib47]*a*), and not the real gene expression in the specific development period from stage *t*--1 to *t*. In reality, genetic behaviour measured at stage *t* is the confounded result of genes expressed before stage (*t*--1) and within the period from (*t*--1) to *t* ([@bib56]). QTL behaviour at stage *t* suggested the sequential and hierarchical character of development; that is, an event at stage *t* can have significant consequences on subsequent phenotypes later in ontogeny ([@bib1]). Thus, QTLs significantly expressed in one or two periods simultaneously had significant genetic effects at all developmental stages. For example, *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, detected with significant *a* effects (1.85\*\*\*) in S1\|S0 and S3\|S2 (--0.50\*\*\*), also exhibited significant *a* effects (1.85\*\*\* to 4.70\*\*\*) at all five stages. Such properties of *QPh.cgb-4D.1* was proven in a recombinant inbred line (RIL) derived from the same cross Hanxuan 10 × Lumai 14 ([@bib57]). Therefore, genetic information disclosed by both conditional mapping in a specific growth period from *t*--1 to *t*, and by unconditional mapping at stage *t* is necessary for revealing the genetic expression of the developmental behaviour of a quantitative trait. Parts of the genetic actions and interactions were observed to have only unconditional effects, and not conditional effects, and vice versa. The absence of conditional effects might result from the effects being too small to be detected at the statistical level, whereas the absence of unconditional effects might be associated with the counteraction of conditional effects for the same QTL during different growth periods, as shown in other studies ([@bib47]*a*, *b*; [@bib45]; [@bib6]*b*).

Inductive interactions are common in sequential and hierarchical systems. One component (e.g. a gene, protein, cell, or tissue) may 'induce' activities of other components and alter the eventual phenotype in a unidirectional or 'cause and effect' fashion ([@bib1]). Epistatic QTL mapping studies in model organisms have shown that epistasis makes large contributions to the genetic regulation of complex traits (Carlborg and Haley, 2004). The effect of a gene on a phenotype is a collective property of a network of genes, rather than a property of a single gene ([@bib43]; [@bib29]). In the current study, a number of QTLs, including A-QTLs and E-QTLs without individual effects, participated in more than one epistatic interaction during ontogeny. Interestingly, some QTLs mapping at known *Rht* loci and reported in previous research, such as *QPh.cgb-2D.1* mapping to *Rht8* ([@bib22]), *QPh.cgb-4B.1* to *Rht1* ([@bib5]; [@bib27]) or *Rht3* ([@bib5]; [@bib27]), *QPh.cgb-4D.1* to *Rht2* ([@bib5]; [@bib11]; [@bib30]) or *Rht10* ([@bib5]; [@bib11]; [@bib30]), *QPh.cgb-5A.7* to *Rht9* ([@bib9]), and *QPh.cgb-5A.6* to *Rht12* ([@bib9]), participated in both additive and epistatic effects, and all of them, except *QPh.cgb-5A.6*, participated in more than one epistatic interaction, suggesting that the major *Rht* genes for PH acted as a network during ontogeny; that is, they display effects that depend upon genotypes at other loci. This kind of action for the major dwarfing genes was also reported for PH in rice ([@bib19]). Additionally, four of five A-QTLs detected in the present study were coincident with previously reported PH QTLs ([@bib5]; [@bib18]; [@bib39]; [@bib40]), including *QPh.cgb-1B.1*, *QPh.cgb-1B.4*, *QPh.cgb-5B.4*, and *QPh.cgb-7B.4*, and also participated in two or more epistatic interactions. Close to *QPh.cgb-1B.4* (0.3 cM), *QPh.cgb-1B.5*, identified in S5\|S4, also controlled the interval length from the flag leaf ligule to the spike base. It was detected in another study on the same population (unpublished data). This provided direct evidence for gene expression of PH during development. The remaining A-QTL, *QPh.cgb-6A.3*, acted individually, rather than being involved in interactions with other QTLs. Additionally, among three new QTLs, *QPh.cgb-6B.5* and *QPh.cgb-6B.7* had significant *a* effects with absolute values ranging from 1.58\*\*\* to 6.39\*\*\* at all five growth stages, and were also involved in three and two epistatic interactions, respectively. The third new QTL, *QPh.cgb-7A.3*, with significant *a* effects (0.78\*\*\*--3.49\*\*\*) at five stages, did not participate in epistatic interaction with other QTLs. Thus there is enough evidence to infer that the genetic architecture underlying PH development was represented as a network of epistatic and additive effects, and gene expression in ontogeny was regulatory and interactive.

Genetic components of PH development
------------------------------------

Additive gene effects are the major components of PH variation ([@bib13]). As in the present study, PH was attributed to the major gene control model based on segregation patterns ([@bib13]). It was determined here that additive main effects (*a* effects), epistatic main effects (*aa* effects), and their *QE* effects control PH development. Among these, *a* effects were the major genetic determinants of PH, whereas *aa* effects and *QE* effects contributed much less. Although *aa* effects contributed less to phenotypic variation of PH compared with *a* effects, they were an important genetic component in that most loci participated in epistatic interactions, rather than functioning alone. This also occurred in other studies ([@bib13]; [@bib19]; [@bib53]; [@bib29]; [@bib54]).

Genetic components governing PH were time dependent; *a* effects were much more important than *aa* effects and *QE* effects at all five growth stages. Moreover, *a* effects were the predominant genetic components compared with other effects in S1\|S0, whereas *QE* effects became major contributors to phenotypic variation after S1\|S0; that is, the genetic effects of phenotypic variability become modified during ontogeny. A similar trend occurred with *aa* effects, which played a secondary role at all five growth stages, and also were more important than *QE* effects in S1\|S0, whereas they became less important than *QE* effects after S1\|S0. Developmental quantitative genetics showing that age-specific genetic variation at time *t* was conditioned by causal genetic effects at time *t*--1 imply the generation of significant episodes of new genetic variation arising during the period *t*--1 to *t* ([@bib1]; [@bib44]), and traits at different developmental stages are due to the accumulated results of genetic main effects and *QE* effects at all previous stages ([@bib6]*b*). Therefore, genetic effects emerging at different developmental periods were more variable. Thus, our conclusion that the predominance of *a* effects at stages after S1\|S0 was mostly attributable to the additive genetic variation generated in S1\|S0 was reasonable; that is, *a* effects expressed in S1\|S0 play the most important role for genetic control of PH, allowing for efficient early selection for PH improvement.

Environmental effects on QTL expression
---------------------------------------

The development of a complex trait reflects the adaptation of an organism to a particular environment and represents the impacts of genetic and environmental interactions ([@bib44]). *GE* is a very important factor determining the stability of crop varieties, and has received considerable attention in plant breeding programmes ([@bib46]). Loci conditioned by environmental signals (environmentally dependent genes) provide plants with large amounts of flexibility in responding to environmental changes; that is, these environmentally dependent loci might be of great importance in some environments, although less important in other environments ([@bib24]). In the present study, 64.0% of A-QTLs and 23.5% of epistatic pairs had significant interaction effects in one to eight environments. Among them, QTLs highly responsive to water-limited environments might have practical consequences for breeding programmes. QTLs such as *QPh.cgb-2D.1*, *QPh.cgb-4D.1*, *QPh.cgb-6B.5*, and *QPh.cgb-7A.3* were distinctly more adaptable to WW conditions (E10) at growth stages 2--3 (before S3); whereas QTLs such as *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, *QPh.cgb-6B.7*, and *QPh.cgb-7B.4* were more responsive under DS conditions (E1) at stages 1--5. Drought tolerance is always a major goal in wheat improvement for water-limited areas. Under drought conditions increased PH is beneficial for exploiting soil moisture at depth, and for enabling mechanical harvesting, therefore leading to increased biological as well as grain yield ([@bib2]). Hence QTLs such as *QPh.cgb-5A.7*, *QPh.cgb-7B.4*, and, especially, *QPh.cgb-6B.7* might be useful for improving wheat PH by MAS under DS conditions.

Superior genotypes predicted from QTLs
--------------------------------------

In the present study, additive effects were the primary genetic component for PH growth, but E-QTLs should not been ignored in order to attain the greatest PH improvement. Since many QTLs were dependent on other QTLs rather than acting independently, predicted superior genotypes will be unreliable if epistasis is ignored ([@bib19]). Therefore, the best multilocus combination of all the putative QTLs could be used to predict and select SLs ([@bib51]).

QTLs detected with the conditional genetic model are associated with the main genes affecting the developmental trajectory of a morphological trait during ontogeny. A MAS programme for biologically real conditional QTLs can be designed to alter growth trajectories at particular stages and hence to achieve maximum final growth, whereas conventional MAS incorporating QTLs for final growth will be less efficient in effective early selection ([@bib44]). With the knowledge that genetic effects in S1\|S0, with minimal *QE* effects, played decisive roles in determining final PH, predicted SLs can be based on QTLs identified in S1\|S0.

Our predicted SL was far superior to the better parent P1, implying a large potential among the progeny for further improvement of PH. Furthermore, the estimated total genetic effects for the SL varied in different environments (15.20--25.53 cm), indicating that PH improvement might be obtained differently in different environments. Furthermore, the predicted QTL genotype for SLs in S1\|S0 was stable across environments. Thus, the predicted SL should be broadly adaptable to enable the optimal PH improvement in multitude environments using the same SL. To evaluate the predicted SL, further experiments are needed to substitute P1 alleles by P2 alleles using the appropriate molecular markers, then to reveal the effects of PH on grain yields of these artificial lines, which will be rather valuable for practical breeders.
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*a* effect

:   additive main effect

*aa* effect

:   additive×additive epistatic main effect

*ae* effect

:   additive QTL×environment interaction effect

*aae* effect

:   epistasis×environment interaction effect

A-QTL efffect

:   QTL with individual additive effect

Ch05 and Ch06

:   Changping Beijing in 2005 and 2006, respectively

DHLs

:   doubled haploid lines

DS

:   drought stress

E1

:   F01 under DS

E2

:   H05 under DS

E3

:   Ch05 under DS

E4

:   H06 under DS

E5

:   Ch06 under DS

E6

:   F01 under WW conditions

E7

:   H05 under WW

E8

:   Ch05 under WW

E9

:   H06 under WW

E10

:   Ch06 under WW

E-QTL

:   QTL participating in epistatic effects

F01

:   Fenyang Shanxi in 2001

GSL

:   general superior line

H05 and H06

:   Haidian Beijing in 2005 and 2006, respectively

MAS

:   marker-assisted selection

PH

:   plant height

PVE

:   phenotypic variation explained

QE

:   QTL×environment interaction, including *ae* and *aae*

QTL

:   quantitative trait locus

S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5

:   the first, second, third, fourth and fifth measuring stage, respectively

S1\|S0, S2\|S1, S3\|S2, S4\|S3 and S5\|S4

:   the first, second, third, fourth and fifth measuring period, respectively

SL

:   superior line

WW

:   well watered
